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Every engineer that has worked on designing an integrated circuit has to leverage an under-
standing of device physics. Understanding device physics is essential when optimizing a
design for speed, power, etc. These characteristics affect the bottom line when considering
an integrated circuit used in a particular application. In order for there to be an under-
standing of device physics, there must be a device model that is developed for a device of
interest. The development of a device model often involves utilizing fundamental physical
equations in a manner that is solvable by either analytical or numerical means.
This typically begins by simplifying fundamental physical equations, possibly spanning
multiple domains, and considering the physical quantities of interest. In order to make
simplifications, assumptions about the underlying physics must be made. It is the process
of transitioning from known physics laws to simplified mathematical models that a device
modeler spans.
This thesis will cover the device modeling aspects of a new classification of comput-
ing devices, spintronics. It will begin by stating the physical assumptions necessary for
the operation of spintronic devices. Then it will go the process of deriving the underlying
physical equations and stating them in a tractable form with the appropriate boundary con-
ditions. Then these equations will be manipulated and mapped into an equivalent circuit.
The equivalent circuits will them be validated against analytical solutions provided from
other works. It will then finish by providing example devices that can be simulated with the




Spintronic devices utilize the properties of an electron’s spin as a novel state variable for
information storage, manipulation, and communication. Recent interest in spintronic de-
vices is due to their potential as a low-power, CMOS process compatible computing devices
[3, 4]. In order to leverage spintronic devices in circuit designs, compact circuit models of
spin physics will be essential. Developing compact circuit models will require an under-
standing of the underlying physics governing spintronic devices.
In the case of spintronic devices, the underlying physics are well understood. The key
interaction between spins in a spintronic device involves storing spin in a ferromagnetic
body, and then transferring the angular momentum through a non-magnetic conductor into
another ferromagnet. The physical behavior and resulting circuit theory of spintronic de-
vices is detailed in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 4, 10, 11]. The physics governing the magnetization of
the ferromagnetic body are predicted by the LLG equation [12, 13]. The transport proper-
ties of spin in a non-magnetic conductor are governed by the spin drift-diffusion equation
[14, 15]. The mathematical relationship between the spin voltages and currents defined in
[6], connects the physical quantities of spin storage in the ferromagnet to spin transport in
the non-magnetic conductor. When coupled together, these equations form the basis for the
simulation of spintronic devices.
Simulations of spintronic devices have been performed in [16, 3, 17]. In [16], a com-
plete analysis of a ferromagnetic/non-magnetic stacked structure is performed ab-initio
using quantum mechanical methods. While this model simulates all of the dynamics pre-
viously mentioned, it does not enable the development of a compact model suitable for
circuit simulation. Ref. [3] solves the LLG equation and the steady-state spin transport
equations by coupling the initial and boundary conditions of the relevant differential equa-
tions. This is accomplished by solving the magnetization dynamics in the time domain for
one time step, ∆t, then passing the solution as a boundary condition to the spin transport
equations. This approach ignores the transient characteristics involved in the spin transport
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physics. In [17], a compact circuit model simulates the LLG equation in ferromagnets, but
this model only simulates a single type of spintronic device, the Magnetic Tunnel Junction
(MTJ). The MTJ is formed by stacking an insulating material with ferromagnetic elements.
In the interest of designing a broader class of spintronic devices, we would like to be able to
simulate spin transport in a non-magnetic channel, something this model does not simulate.
1.2 Goals
In the process of developing compact, circuit simulation compatible models, we will seek
to link the magnetization dynamics to the spin transport physics using the results obtained
in [18]. In [18] the magnetization, ~m, is linked to the spin transport quantities, I s and
V s through a matrix-vector product. The main contribution of this work will be compact
circuit models that are developed by mapping the equations governing the magnetization
dynamics(the LLG equation), the spin transport physics (the spin drift-diffusion equation),
and the connection between the two, spin injection, to equivalent circuits.
In this work, we seek to create a unified cohesive device and circuit simulation en-
vironment using basic electrical circuit elements such as resistors, capacitors, and current
sources. This approach enables an easy construction and simulation of an equivalent circuit
model for spintronic devices using a circuit solver such as HSPICE [19]. The circuit sim-
ulator can solve all underlying physical equations simultaneously with no need for going
back and forth between numerical solvers. The circuit elements also provide intuition and





This work will seek to model the physics involved in the operation of spintronic devices in
the hopes of developing compact circuit models suitable for circuit simulation.
2.2 Single-Domain Ferromagnets
We will begin by bridging the gap between the principles of macroscopic ferromagnetism
commonly found in magnetic devices found in transformers, inductors, etc. These devices
rely on Maxwell’s equations to explain their operation. Spintronic devices, on the other
hand, utilize single domain structures that require different physics developed in [1].
2.2.1 Magnetic Domains
Magnetic domains were postulated as a way to explain the hysteretic characteristics of a
magnetized material. Weiss postulated that a ”molecular” field is present that balances the
thermal motion of particules. This field is justified by the quantum-mechanical exchange
forces present in ferromagnetic materials and it explains the magnetization curves of ferro-
magnetic materials.
Domains structures balance the total energy of a sample by subdividing the magnetiza-
tion vectors into different orientations until the energy required for subdivision is greater
than the energy of the current configuration. This is shown in Fig. 1.
2.2.2 Single Domains
Spintronic devices utilize ferromagnet elements that are composed of only a single domain.
Single domain ferromagnets exist when the dimensions of the sample are sufficiently small
such that domain formation is impossible due to the fact the total energy of the sample is
minimized as a single domain permanent magnet. In general, these dimensions occur when
5
Figure 1: Division of Magnetic Domains (Image Source: [1]).
the Barkhausen effect [20] becomes negligible. In Fe, Ni, and Co this occurs around 10−7
m.
2.3 Stoner Particle Physics
Our first step in developing a compact circuit model for spintronic devices begins with
developing an understanding of how the magnetization of single domain ferromagnets be-
haves over time. Landau and Lifshitz [12] suggested that the change in magnetization
per unit time should be proportional to a torque applied to the normalized magnetization,
6




where τ is the total torque applied to the magnetization. The principles of this torque can
be explained using the Stoner-Wohlfarth model [21]. This model states that the torque is
comprised of the effect of the internal magnetic field, a torque due to damped motion, and
the effect of spin transfer torque caused by spin current,
~τ = ~τ ~H + ~τα + ~τ~Is . (2)
2.3.1 Magnetic Field Torque
The torque due to a magnetic field on a Stoner particle is generated since, in general, a
magnetic dipole submerged in a magnetic field, ~H, experiences a torque of,





where the dipole has a magnetization of, ~m, and µ0 is the free space permeability. In
order to compute the torque from the effective internal field, ~τ ~H, we need a constant of
proportionality to factor in the torque correctly. We will use the gyromagnetic ratio, γ0,
which reflects the fact that a magnetization procession at steady state occurs at the Larmor
frequency, ω0 = γ0|H|. This leaves us with the expression for the torque on a magnetic
dipole due to a magnetic field,





The magnetic field, ~H, for a single-domain, Stoner particle is explained in the Stoner-





~H · d ~M. (5)
The energy E is the total potential energy of the system, in this case the ferromagnetic
body. The total energy of a ferromagnet can be computed using the Heisenberg Hamilto-
nian, which represents a magnetic system in terms of the total quantum mechanical spin.
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The Stoner-Wohlfarth theory approximates this Hamiltonian by treating the entire ferro-
magnetic body as a macrospin, which is possible due to the assumptions stated in 2.2.
A macrospin results from weak anisotropy effects in magnetic nanoparticles of suf-
ficient dimensions [1]. The entire magnetic body can be treated as a single spin with a
magnetization proportional to the volume of the ferromagnet. The total potential energy
accounts for the shape and composition of the ferromagnetic body. In the absence of an





hX sin2 θ cos2 φ + hY sin2 θ sin2 φ + hZ cos2 θ
)
, (6)
where φ is the angle between the magnetization and the easy axis in the easy-plane, θ is
the angle between the magnetization and the fixed layer, ẑ. The constants hX, hY , and hZ
are determined by the shape and material of the ferromagnetic body. The energy of the
macrospin depends on the Zeeman energy of the system, the magnetostatic energy, and the
crystalline anisotropy energy of the system [23]. The Zeeman energy will be neglected for
simplicity purposes in our circuit model. Zeeman energy is produced from an externally
supplied magnetic field, and the devices that will be studied in this work do not utilize such




µ0V Ms~m · ~Hd, (7)
where ~Hd is,
~Hd = MsNd~m. (8)
The quantity Nd is known as the demagnetization tensor with diagonal factors of Nx, Ny,
and Nz, and can be computed according to the formulas presented in [24]. The crystalline
anisotropy energy of the system is,
EK = KuV sin2 φ − θ, (9)
where Ku is the energy density of the particle and has been calculated for several materials
using experimental data [22]. Combining the effects of the magnetostatic energy and the
8
crystalline anisotropy energy results in the following values for the constants hX, hY , and
hZ,








where Hk is the Stoner-Wholfarth field and Lx is the thickness of the ferromagnet perpen-
dicular to the easy axis.







where we have taken advantage of the fact that the integral is calculated over the total





The circuit model that will be developed later must also include a correction to the
magnetic field in order to properly capture the effect of thermal noise on the ferromagnetic






+ ~HT , (13)
The thermal field is due to the thermal motion of electrons and is statistical in nature. The
joint distribution of the thermal field according to the theory developed by [25] is Gaussian
with mean,
〈 ~HT,i(t)〉 = 0. (14)
9
The correlation between the components of ~HT is defined over time interval τ as,




The statistical properties of the thermal noise present in the ferromagnet will play an impor-
tant role in the SPICE implementation of the circuit model. Most circuit simulators provide
the capability of specifying Gaussian noise sources with a mean, Eq. 14, and magnitude,
Eq. 15.
2.3.2 Damping Torque
The second torque term, τα is due to the presence of a damped motion proposed by Gilbert
[13]. This torque exists since the magnetization exhibits a damped response towards equi-
librium solutions. This creates the need for an additional torque term in our magnetization





 ~M × d ~Mdt
 . (16)
The torque term describes the damped oscillations in term of the cross product between
the magnetization ~M and its temporal derivative, d ~Mdt . The magnitude of the oscillations
is controlled by the parameter α. The parameter α is a phenomenological parameter that
can be calculated ab-initio from the quantum mechanical spin observable with spin-orbit
coupling for different ferromagnetic materials [26].
2.3.3 Spin-Transfer Torque
The final term in the torque equation arises from the presence of spin-transfer torque in
a system consisting of ferromagnets with non-collinear states, ~m1 , ±~m2. Such systems
require the electron, as well as spin, current to flow from ferromagnet to ferromagnet. As
a result, angular momentum is transferred between ferromagnets that contain transverse
(perpendicular) components. Zangwill and co. [27] found that this absorbtion process is
contributed to by the spin reflection and transmission coefficients at a material interface,
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the rotation of the transmitted spins, and the spatial evolution of spins in the ferromagnet.
Their formalism fully captures the quantum mechanical aspects of the material interface.
We take advantage of the fact that the torque equation approximates the entire ferro-
magnet as a single spin. The torque equation is normalized, so we will need to divide the






The torque generated will be proportional to the transverse component of the spin current
at the interface. This magnitude will depend on the projection of the spin current to the
magnetization. The general vector cross product that accounts for this projection is,













where we have used the unit charge, q, to normalize the torque term.
2.4 LLG Equation w/ Spin-Transfer Torque
By combining Eqs. 3-19 and substituting into Eq. 2, we can write the full LLG equation



















This equation will represent the magnetization dynamics of the ferromagnets present in the
systems that we are interested in modeling. Our circuit models will therefore seek to mimic
the dynamics of this equation.
2.5 Collinear & Non-collinear Magnetoelectronics
The 2-channel resistor model, 2, predicts the steady-state behavior of ferromagnetic de-
vices with collinear magnetizations, ~m1 , ±~m2. This leads to phenomena such the Giant
11
Magnetoresistance (GMR) which is already well understood in other devices with ferro-
magnetic elements, such as the Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ). The model splits the spin
dependent quantities into spin up, ↑, and spin down, ↓ polarizations, essentially identical to
the majority and minority carrier concentrations present in semiconductor transport. Sepa-
rate branch currents are used in the circuit for spin up current, I↑, and spin down current, I↓.
This results in separate conductances, G↑ and G↓ that represent the conductance of major-
ity and minority spins as shown in Fig. 2. In this model the total electrical conductance is
equal to G = G↑ + G↓, and the total electrical current is equal to I = I↑ + I↓. The spin quan-
tities are represented by the spin conductance, Gs = G↑ −G↓, the spin current, Is = I↑ − I↓,
and the spin voltage, Vs = 1Gs Is. Nodal analysis of the 2-channel model results in,
IC = I↑ + I↓ = G↑
(








Is,‖ = I↑ − I↓ = G↑(VC,N + Vs − VC,F) −G↓(VC,N − Vs − VC,F), (22)
where Is,‖ is the spin current between collinear ferromagnets, VC,N is the charge voltage on
the non-magnetic conductor side, and VC,F is the charge voltage on the ferromagnet side.
Understanding the interaction between non-collinear ferromagnets requires the same
formalism that is used to prove the absorbtion of transverse spin currents. Additionally, we
must extend our definition of the spin accumulation to include the vector spin voltages and
spin currents in Cartesian coordinates,
V s(x, t) =
[
VC Vs,x Vs,y Vs,z
]T
, (23)
I s(x, t) =
[
IC Is,x Is,y Is,z
]T
.
This is necessary for modeling the vectorial nature of the transverse spin quantities.





capture the process of spin-flip at the ferromagnet/non-magnet (FM/NM) interface and are
factored into the calculation of the perpendicular spin current,













Figure 2: Two-Channel Resistor Model.
where ~Vs is the vector spin voltage that contains the Cartesian Vx, Vy, and Vz components,










2.6 Ferromagnet to Non-magnetic Conductor Interface
An expression now needs to be derived to express the spin current at the interface as a
function of a spin current of arbitrary direction specified in Cartesian Coordinates. We will
begin by considering a magnetization that is aligned with the x-axis (~m = x̂). The parallel
spin current ~Is,‖ is then,












If the two transverse components of 18 are established as the orthogonal y and z axis then
the resulting expression is,
~Is,⊥ = ~Is,y + ~Is,z
~Is,y = 2ReG↑↓Vs,yŷ + 2ImG↑↓Vs,zŷ,
~Is,z = 2ReG↑↓Vs,zẑ − 2ImG↑↓Vs,yẑ. (27)
The formula for the change current also follows the two channel current model,
IC = G↑(VC,N + ~Vs,x − VC,F). (28)
Equations 26 - 28 can be rewritten to express the tensor spin current as a function of the
tensor spin voltage in the collinear case of ~m = x̂,








G↑ G↓ 0 0
G↓ G↑ 0 0
0 0 2ReG↑↓ 2ImG↑↓









This equation forms the basis for the derivation of the general non-collinear case. Modifi-
cation of the spin conductance matrix, Gx̂ to include the polarization of the ferromagnetic
element will enable the co-simulation of magnetization dynamics with spin transport using
circuit simulation.
First, a 4 × 4 mathematical operator Rx̂ is defined to project the non-collinear circuit
tensor quantities onto the collinear case, ~m = x̂,
IS ,~m=x̂ = Rx̂IS
VS ,~m=x̂ = Rx̂VS . (30)
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We now solve Eq. 30 for IS and VS ,
IS = R−1x̂ IS ,~m=x̂
IS ,~m=x̂ = Gx̂Rx̂VS
IS = R−1x̂ Gx̂Rx̂VS
IS = G~mVS . (31)
where G~m is the spin dependent conductance matrix for the general non-collinear case, and
this final equation is what is referred to as Spin Ohm’s Law [28].
2.7 Spin Particle Transport in Non-magnetic Conductors
A spin polarized current will undergo a change in magnitude as it flows through a non-
magnetic conductor. This loss in spin current is due to a physical mechanism called spin
relaxation. The spin transport model considered here is based on the macroscopic limit of
the Valet & Fert theory developed in [14].
By considering the flow of majority and minority spin carriers, a drift-diffusion descrip-
tion of spin transport can be developed that closely resembles the description of charge flow
in semiconductors. This begins by considering the random-walk motion of majority and
minority spins [29]. If majority spins have a density of n↑ and minority spins have a density
of n↓, then the overall spin density, s, is s = n↑ − n↓. If we assume that the overall proba-
bility of spin flipping during a time interval, τ (spins switching from majority to minority















































vd = −µE. (35)
The evolution of the spin drift-diffusion equation depends on the length of the con-
ductor, Lint, the electron mobility, µ, the diffusion coefficient, D, the spin relaxation time,
τs, and, in the case of semiconductors, the electric field intensity, E. In [30] the electron
mobility, the diffusion coefficient, and the spin relaxation time are calculated for different
nano-scale materials as a function of the channel width, height, aspect ratio, specularity,
and reflectivity. Process technology will limit all of these except the width, so we will look
at the effect of varying width on these parameters. Figure 3 shows µ, D, and τs as a function
of the conductor width for copper conductors. These results illustrate that a larger width
contributes to higher diffusivity, mobility, and a longer spin relaxation time.
Equation 33 can be written as a continuity equation that expresses the change in spin















where the section in parenthesis is recognized as the spin particle current density,




This partial differential differential equation does not contain any analytical solutions for
the drift-diffusion case. Analytical solutions can be derived for the diffusion only case
with appropriate boundary conditions, and we will later use this to validate the spatial
discretization that approximates the spatial derivative, ∂x, present in the equation. An
important question to ask at this point concerns the average length a spin diffuses until it

















Effect of Conductor Width
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Figure 3: Spin Transport Parameters vs. Conductor Width.
This spin diffusion length approximates the average length that a spin polarized carrier
travels before flipping polarities. Metals, while having a higher conductivity, often have
shorter spin diffusion lengths. Figure 4 shows the spin diffusion length as a function of the
conductor width. Longer spin diffusion lengths are often desirable in spintronic circuits
since it it is analogous to longer minority carrier diffusion lengths in semiconductors. This
leads to a smaller loss in spin current as it travels across conductors. We can also look at
the influence of the conductor width on the spin diffusion length as shown in Fig. 4. Since
larger widths results in smaller probabilities of electron collisions with with conductor
boundaries, we see an improvement in Ls with larger widths.
This effect can be examined by solving Eq. 33 numerically and looking at the resulting
17
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Effect of Conductor Width
Figure 4: Spin Diffusion Length vs. Conductor Width.
spin current density, Js. Figure 5 shows the spin current density entering a conductor, Js,0,
and the spin current density measured at the end of a conductor, Js,L, for different spin
diffusion lengths. As the spin diffusion length increases, we expect the magnitude of the
spin current measured at the end of a conductor to be larger, since longer spin diffusion
lengths result in fewer spins changing polarities. We also notice that longer spin diffusion
lengths result in decreased delay as the input spin current, Js,0, changes.
In addition to the width, we can also look at the effect that changing the conductor
length, Lint, has on Eq. 33. We expect that the magnitude of the spin current also decreases
for longer conductors. Figure 6 shows the numerical solution of Eq. 33 for multiple val-
ues of Lint. The steady-state part of the spin current density decreases for longer channel
18


























Transient Analysis of Conductor
Js,L Ls =46.5 nm
Js,L Ls =180.6 nm
Js,L Ls =251.5 nm
Js,L Ls =296.1 nm
Js,L Ls =327.1 nm
Figure 5: Spin Current Density for Multiple Spin Diffusion Lengths.
lengths. In a later section, we will quantify the change in steady state spin current density
as a function of the channel length using an analytical solution presented in [29].
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Figure 6: Spin Current Density for Multiple Conductor Lengths.
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CHAPTER 3
CIRCUIT MODELS FOR SPIN STORAGE, INJECTION, AND
TRANSPORT
The physical equations presented in the previous chapter will now be modeled using cir-
cuit components for use in circuit simulation. This will enable a complete simulation of
spintronic devices using the SPICE circuit simulator. The circuit models will encompass
the physics of spin storage, spin injection, and spin transport. In order to properly couple
the magnetization dynamics with the spin transport equations, the circuit model will need
to simulate the interdependence of the following variables according to the physical equa-
tions: V s, I s, and ~m. This will be accomplished by modeling V s, ~H, and ~m using node
voltages, and by modeling I s using branch currents.
3.1 Spin Storage
The development of an equivalent circuit for the magnetization dynamics requires refactor-




















where we have divided by the saturation magnetization, Ms, in order to normalize the
dependent variable, ~m, and the effective magnetic field, ~H = Hk~h. Equation 39 can be
written as a system of differential equations in terms of d~mdt by taking the cross products and
21
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(41)
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Since ~m is modeled using a node voltage, the temporal derivative of 42 can be simulated





















This results in the equivalent circuit, Fig. 7, where we have used non-linear voltage depen-
dent current sources to model the spin-transfer torque calculated using the right-hand side
of Eq. 42. The effective magnetic field, ~He f f , is modeled using voltage dependent voltage
sources.
3.1.1 Thermal Noise Validation
The presence of thermal noise affects the transient characteristics of the magnetization
dynamics. Thermal noise is caused by the thermally agitated motion of electrons in the


























Figure 7: Circuit Model for the magnetization, ~m.
analytical solution exists for the steady-state procession angle, θ0, based off of the formulas





In Fig. 8 the ferromagnet model is simulated under varying temperatures, and the steady-
state angle measured from SPICE matches the analytical solution within 5%.
3.1.2 LLG Equation Validation
The behavior of the LLG equation must be duplicated by the ferromagnet circuit model.
Analytical solutions of the LLG equation are difficult to obtain and do not accurately rep-
resent all of the physical cases that will be encountered during circuit simulation [23].
The differential equation solver, LSODA [32], has been used to obtain numerical solutions
of the LLG equation. The numerical simulation has been performed with the initial condi-
tions, ~mi =
[
mx = 1 my = 0 mz = 0
]T
, boundary conditions, ~Is =
[
Is,x = 3mA Is,y = 0mA Is,z = 0mA
]T
,
in the absence of thermal noise. In Fig. 9, the ferromagnet circuit model was simulated
under identical conditions, and the results obtained from SPICE match identically with the
24
Figure 8: Ferromagnet Noise Analysis. Red symbols represent the circuit simulations while
the blue curve shows the solution of 45.
results obtained from the LSODA simulation.
3.1.2.1 Ferromagnet Switching Time
The switching delay of a ferromagnet has been computed by [33] using the small cone-








We have used (83) as an additional method for validating the compact circuit model. The
comparison with the SPICE simulations is shown in Fig. 10.
3.2 Spin Injection
The circuit model for spin injection computes the spin current across an interface as a
function of the interface parameters and the polarization of the magnetization according to
the magnetization dynamics. An expression for Spin Ohm’s Law (Eq. 31) has already been
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Figure 9: Ferromagnet Transient Analysis (w/o Thermal Noise).
presented,
IS = R−1x̂ Gx̂Rx̂VS , (47)
where the rotation operator, Rx̂, and it’s matrix inverse need to be derived and then com-
puted during simulation. The rotation operator can be derived by considering the effect
of the magnetization on the current tensor, I s, and then projecting the perpendicular com-
ponent of ~Is onto the x-axis. Since the magnitude of the charge current should remain
unchanged and decoupled from the spin current during the projection, we will define the
rotation operator as follows,
Rx̂ =

1 0 0 0
0 rx,x rx,y rx,z
0 ry,x ry,y ry,z
0 rz,x rz,y rz,z

, (48)
where the first row and column leave the magnitude of IC unchanged. The ri, j components
project the ith component of a vector onto the jth component on the Cartesian Coordinate
26
Figure 10: Ferromagnet Switching Delay. A spin current of χIs,cr is applied to the ferro-
magnet and the resulting switching delay is measured. Red symbols represent the circuit
simulations while the blue curve shows the analytical solution.
Axis. The value for ~rx is simply the projection of the spin current onto the unit vector x̂,
~rx = ~m (49)
The remaining vectors, ~ry and ~rz, are simply the two transverse vectors that are perpendic-
ular to both ~m and x̂,
~ry = x̂ × ~rx
~rz = ~rx × ~ry.
(50)
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The multiplication of R−1x̂ Gx̂Rx̂ in Eq. 47 can be carried out symbolically for use in a circuit
model,
G~m = R−1x̂ Gx̂Rx̂ =

gC,C gC,x gC,y gC,z
gx,C gx,x gx,y gx,z
gy,C gy,x gy,y gy,z




gC,C = G↑, (52)
gC,x = G↓mx, (53)
gC,y = G↓my, (54)
gC,z = G↓mz, (55)
gx,C = G↓mx, (56)









mxmy + =G↑↓mz, (58)










mxmy − =G↑↓mz, (61)

















gz,C = G↓mz, (64)

















































−gx,C(VC,N − VC,F )
Is,x
Figure 11: Interface Circuit Model.
This results in the equivalent circuit for spin injection, Fig. 11, where voltage dependent
current sources have been used to model Spin Ohm’s Law and simulate the tensor current
through a ferromagnetic/non-magnetic conductor interface.
3.3 Development of a SPICE Equivalent Circuit Model for Spin Trans-
port
The drift-diffusion equations model the transport of charge and spin in non-magnetic con-
ductors. The charge diffusion equation is the continuity equation, where IC is the current
29












where Ce is the electrostatic capacitance per unit length, σ is the conductivity of the non-
magnetic conductor, and A is the cross-sectional area. This equation results in the familiar
circuit model for an RC interconnect of an infinitesimal length shown in the upper-left
corner of Fig. 12. The spin drift-diffusion equation is the continuity equation for the spin










where the spin current, ~Is, is due to both drift and diffusion currents,




The scalar components of the spin accumulation is a function of the spin quasi-chemical





where, η, is the chemical potential and n0 is the carrier concentration. Substituting µs into











where we have recognized the result as Cq, the quantum capacitance per unit volume.
If we invoke Einstein’s relation σ = q2D∂n0
∂η
we can write the quantum capacitance as
Cq = σD . We can also substitute the spin accumulation, ~s, for the spin voltage, ~Vs as they
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are directly proportional, ~s = σqD ~Vs. Substituting into (69) & (70) and using the tensor















where Cs and Gs are the capacitance and conductance per unit length matrices defined as,
Cs =

Ce 0 0 0
0 CqA 0 0
0 0 CqA 0
















where we have added the channel area, A, in order to express the equations in terms of the
spin current, ~Is.
Simplifying the analysis of the drift-diffusion equations requires an approximation of
the spatial derivative, ∂x. The finite-difference method is applied to the drift-diffusion




∆x results in N number of drift-diffusion equations, each for a conductor
segment of length ∆x = LN . The segments of length ∆x cause a difference in voltage of
∆V s = ∆V s(x) − ∆V s(x + ∆x) and a change in current of ∆I s = ∆I s(x) − ∆I s(x + ∆x).
Each segment in a non-magnetic conductor is represented using a circuit model. The
circuit model is derived by solving for I s and ∆I s. The complete circuit model for spin




















































Figure 12: Equivalent Circuit Model for Spin Transport (Non-Magnetic Conductor of
Length ∆x).
3.3.1 Validation of Spin Drift-Diffusion
The spatial discretization is the key assumption that enables the development of the spin
transport circuit model. The analytical solution of the steady-state case provides an accurate
solution of the spatial propagation of the spin voltage [29], therefore making it a suitable
formula for validating the finite-difference approximation used by the circuit model. In
Fig. 13 the circuit simulations of the spin transport model accurately predict the spatial
propagation of the spin voltage within 1% of the analytical solution for the steady-state
case.
3.4 Circuit Model of All-Spin Logic
Using the circuit models that have been developed we are now able to completely describe a
spintronic device using circuit elements. We will begin by simulating a family of spintronic
devices known as All-Spin Logic (ASL) [6].
32
Figure 13: Non-magnetic Conductor Steady-State Analysis. Red symbols represent the
circuit simulations while the blue curve shows the analytical solution. The x-axis represents
the length relative to the spin diffusion length, Ls =
√
Dτs.
All-Spin Logic functions by storing the state of a boolean variable in the magnetization
of an output ferromagnet. A non-magnetic conductor then connects the output ferromagnet
to an input ferromagnet. The applied bias voltage determines the function of the device,
where positive bias voltages cause the output ferromagnet to invert, while negative bias
voltages cause the output ferromagnet to copy the state of the input ferromagnet. This
mode of operation is what drives the first device device will study, a boolean logic inverter.
We will then extend the ASL inverter into a majority gate capable of the NAND/NOR
boolean logic functionality.
A simplified circuit model of an ASL device is shown in Fig. 14 which indicates the
majority logic functionality that ASL devices are capable of performing. In this illustration,
the capacitors represent the magnetizations of the ferromagnets present in ASL devices.
The inverter represents the polarity of the logical operation performed, since for positive







Figure 14: All-Spin Logic Device Behavior.
bit, with an additional ferromagnet used to bias the structure. We can think of this device
as an N-input NAND/NOR logic gate, where the polarity of the magnet mb determines
whether the device behaves as either a NAND gate or a NOR gate.
First, we will look at the one input ASL inverter. The ASL inverter is constructed by
connecting two ferromagnetic elements with a non-magnetic conducting channel. The in-
put of the device is then formed by shunting an additional non-magnetic channel to ground
close to the input ferromagnet. This is illustrated in Fig. 14, where we have only con-
sidered one stage of logic. The input and output ferromagnets can be connected to other
ferromagnets using an isolation barrier. This enables the cascading of ASL stages that are
capable of performing complex boolean logic functions. For now, we will only consider a
single stage inverter.
The ASL inverter is biased by applying a voltage at the ferromagnet terminals. Quali-
tatively, the device functions by shunting all DC charge current from the input magnet into
34
Figure 15: All-Spin Logic Inverter Illustration.
the ground channel. This is possible since the resistance between the input and output fer-
romagnets is small, thus minimizing the amount of charge current in the channel. Equation
29 predicts that in the collinear case, the spin current along the ±x direction at the FM/NM
interface is,
Is,x = Vs,xG↑ + VCG↓, (75)
where Vs,x is the spin voltage across the FM/NM interface. This tells us that the charge
current will be coupled to the spin current through G↓, and therefore higher charge currents
will result in higher spin currents along ±x. This is significant since the charge current
at the output ferromagnet is much lower than the charge current at the input ferromag-
net (IC,r  IC,t). This results in spin current flowing from the transmitter to the receiver
for positive bias voltages. We will present analytical equations later that demonstrate the
relation between this bilateral operation and the material parameters of the ferromagnet,
non-magnetic conductor, and the material interface.
The complete equivalent circuit for an ASL inverter is shown in Fig. 16, where we
have combined the circuit models for spin storage, injection, and transport. An important





































Figure 16: All-Spin Logic Inverter Schematic.
is represented by the grounds that are present on the ferromagnet side of the interface
current sources. This is a reasonable approximation since the bias terminals are formed by
connecting an additional non-magnetic conductor to the ferromagnet similar to the channel
side of the interface, except the voltage on the bias side of the ferromagnet is kept at the
supply, keeping the voltage drop to a minimum, thus minimizing the spin current according
to Eq. 75.
The circuit model of Fig. 16 can be used to perform simulations of the ASL inverter.
Previous works, [3, 35], have shown how ASL inverters perform under different bias volt-
ages. In Fig. 17 an ASL device is driven by a 100 mV pulse. When the supply is +100 mV
the device behaves as an inverter, and the output magnet switches to the opposite state of
the input magnet. When the supply is −100 mV the output performs the opposite operation
and copies the state of the input magnet.
36
Figure 17: ASL Transient Analysis.
3.4.1 ASL Majority Gate
If we condsider the schematic shown in Fig. 14, we can utilize the models developed in this
work to construct boolean logic devices that are capable of NAND and NOR logic opera-
tions, in addition to the invertering logic circuit shown in Fig. 15. This is accomplished by
treating each input of the majority logic as an input ferromagnet, and constructing multiple
interconnect and ground channels for each input. The channels are then connected to an
output ferromagnet as shown in Fig. 18.
We have constructed a device that behaves as a majority gate capable of the boolean
NAND and NOR operations. The magnets ~m1 and ~m2 serve as inputs while ~mC is used to
bias the device as a NAND or NOR gate. When the bias magnet is configured in the −x
direction, the device behaves as a NAND gate. When biased in the +x direction the device
functions as a NOR gate. The transient simulation of the ASL majority gate is shown in









Figure 18: Majority Gate.
In Fig. 19 we have simulated the two input binary inputs of 00, 01, 10, and 11. The input
magnets have been artificially switched using input spin current branches not illustrated in
the schematics. An important aspect of designing with majority logic gates, is that the
current produced from the bias magnet affects the switching characteristics of the device.
This can be seen by looking at the input magnet, ~m1. The timing of the switching input is
the same for both the NAND and NOR case, but ~m1 clearly switches differently for each
case. This is due to the current produced in the bias magnet’s channel, which causes a back
injected current that affects the timing. In this case, the NAND simulation takes longer to
switch from the −x to +x direction than the NOR case. However, the NAND simulation
switches more quickly than the NOR when switching from +x to −x.
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Figure 19: Majority Gate Transient Analysis (blue-NAND, green NOR).
3.5 Circuit Model of Spin-Hall Effect Switch
An additional spintronic device that is capable of Boolean logic operations is the Spin-Hall
Effect Switch [2]. The compact circuit model for spin storage can be used to model the
ferromagnetic elements in such a device. Figure. 20 shows a Spin-Hall Effect Switch,
where a) is an illustration of the device, b) shows an equivalent circuit, and c) shows the
characteristics of the output of such a device. The Spin-Hall Effect Switch behaves as a
Boolean logic inverter and is composed of a Write circuit and a Read circuit.
The Write circuit works by exploiting the spin-hall effect [2] to induce a spin current in a
ferromagnet. This spin current is generated by the factor β and is proportional to the current
flowing through the resistor, r. The Read circuit functions by generating a current between
the V+ and V− terminals that is proportional to the dot product between the two fixed
magnets and the Read magnet. The Write circuit is connected to the Read circuit through
39
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Figure 3 – (a) Proposed spin switch combining the Write and Read units from 
Fig.1b, with the magnet m̂  from the Read unit magnetically coupled to the 
magnet m̂ '  from the Write unit , but electrically isolated from it. In practice 
it may be better to place one unit on top of the other rather than side-by-side  
to enhance the magnetic interaction. (b) Symbol representing the spin switch, 
showing a Write input and a Read output, with an inbuilt memory comprising 
a pair of coupled magnets represented by the red dot. (c) Equivalent circuit 
for spin switch. (d) Calculated hysteretic inverter-like characteristics for the 
spin switch with the output open-circuited ( RL → ∞ ) using the model 
described in Appendices A,B. 
 
 
We will assume that m̂ (like m̂ ' ) has its easy axis along Ẑ , 
and the two fixed magnets +M̂  and −M̂ point along + Ẑ  
and − Ẑ  respectively, so that  
 
Vout = + V∆G / G or −V∆G / G
 (3) 
 
depending on whether m̂  points along +M̂  or −M̂ . The 
easy axes Ẑ  need not be exactly aligned with the direction ẑ  
of the spins injected by the Write unit (Eq.(2)). In our 
simulations we assume a small angle (~ 0.01 radian) between 
them. 
 
To see why the spin switch should give rise to the input-
output characteristics in Fig.3d, we note that if the current 
entering the write unit is large enough to generate a spin 
current βVin / (Rin + r)  through the SHE that exceeds a 
certain critical value, it will switch the magnet m̂ '  to the + Ẑ  
direction, putting the other magnet m̂  of the pair in the − Ẑ  
direction, so that the output voltage Vout = −V∆G / G  (see 
Eq.(3)). If we now reverse the input voltage beyond the 
critical value, the magnets are switched in the opposite 
direction with a reversal of the output voltage, resulting in a 
hysteretic inverter-like characteristic as shown in Fig.3d. 
Note that the sign of Vout /Vin  in Fig.3d could be changed by 
reversing either the sign of the β  or the V associated with the 
Write and Read units respectively.  
 
In Fig.3d we have normalized the input spin current 
βVin / (Rin + r)  by 4Is,c , Is,c being the critical current for one 




Is, c = (2q / h)α µ0MsΩ(HK + M s / 2)  (4) 
 
where Ms is the saturation magnetization, HK is the coercive 
field, α is the damping parameter and Ω  is the volume of the 
magnet. As we might expect, a spin current ~2 Is,c is needed 
to switch since two magnets are coupled together. We 
consider only in-plane magnets, leaving perpendicular 
magnetization for future work. 
 
Note that with negligible voltage applied to the Read unit, the 
switching current is the same for -Z to +Z and for +Z to -Z. 
But a voltage V applied to the Read unit shifts the loop along 
the x-axis because it injects a spin current along –Z which 
aids the Write unit when it is switching to –Z. The value of V 
Figure 20: Spin-Hall Effect Switch: a) Illustration b) Equivalent Circuit c) Inverter Transfer
Curve (Image Source [2]).
the dipolar coupling between the electrically isolated Write and Read ferromagnets.
We have created a compact model of the Spin-Hall Effect switch based on the circuit
model developed for Spin Storage. Figure 21 shows the transient analysis in SPICE of the
Spin-Hall Effect Switch. This demonstrates how the models developed in this work can be
applied to other spintronic devices.
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Spin-Hall Effect Transient Simulation
VO
Figure 21: Transient Analysis of Spin-Hall Effect Inverter.
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION OF SPINTRONIC CIRCUIT MODELS
The circuit models developed in this work enable circuit designers to simulate and analyze
a variety of spintronic devices. Although limited by the assumptions inherent in the phys-
ical equations, there are other issues present in the simulation and analysis of the various
devices present. We will start by discussing an analysis that has been performed on All-
Spin Logic devices in order to explain their operation and provide guidance for their design.
Simulation results will also be presented that show limitations of the models developed in
this work.
4.1 Analytical Equations for ASL Device Performance
4.1.1 ASL Performance Modeling - Equivalent Circuit
By re-examining the equivalent circuit of the ASL inverter shown in Fig. 16, we will
derive analytical equations that demonstrate the performance characteristics of All-Spin
Logic devices. These equations will be useful to circuit designers who need to leverage
spintronic devices into integrated circuits.
We begin by noting that in digital applications we are interested in storing the state
variable bit in the magnetization of the ferromagnet. For reference, we will be using the ±x
direction to encode the logic 1 and logic 0 states, respectively. We will therefore simplify
our circuit model in order to derive useful analytical equations. We begin by looking at the








G↑ G↓ 0 0
G↓ G↑ 0 0
0 0 2ReG↑↓ 2ImG↑↓
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If we make an additional assumption about the non-magnetic conductor channels, then
we can simplify the ASL circuit even further. We will do this by considering the conductor
length to be Lint = ∆x, which assumes that the non-magnetic conductor circuit consists of
only one segment length. Due to the 0 spin currents generated in Is,y and Is,z, we will only
consider two separate current quantities, IC and Is,x. Combining this with the simplification
made earlier about the spin current at the interface results in the equivalent circuit for the
ASL inverter as shown in Fig. 22. This equivalent circuit models a good approximation
of the non-magnetic conductor and interface under conditions which the magnetizations
are collinear. We can therefore derive properties of the channel and interface and develop
design optimizations for ASL devices. It is important to note that we have assumed that


























Figure 22: Equivalent circuit for ASL Inverter assuming collinear approximation.
This assumption is only invalid for very short, Lint ≤ 50nm channels or very long, Lint ≤
5000nm channels. At very short ground channel lengths, most of the spin current from the
transmitter is shunted to ground, while at very long channel lengths the series resistance of
the ground channel is too high for spin injection from the transmitter to occur. We have
also neglected the effect of the shunt capacitances in the following derivations.
If we solve the spin path for the transmitter and receiver spin currents, we can design a
device to maximize the efficiency (loss) of spin transport, Is,rIs,t . We will call this parameter
βs and it represents the ability of the ASL device to transport spin from the transmitter to
the receiver. For now we will assume that the length of the ground channel, S gnd = 1.
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The formula for βs,‖ exhibits a local maximum for the parameter ranges that we are in-
terested in. However, the maximum cannot be solved analytically in terms of the present
parameters since it involves finding the root of a quintic polynomial. Instead, we will ex-
amine the results numerically and derive general assumptions about the transfer of spin
polarized current in All-Spin Logic devices.
Assuming the standard parameters (See Appendix A) for an ASL device with Cobalt
ferromagnets and a Copper channel with S gnd = 1, we can plot the dependence of the spin
loss on the channel length, βs (S int) as shown in Fig. 23. The spin loss, βs, exhibits a
local maximum that suggests an optimal channel length for ASL device designs. Figure 23
shows the channel length that results in the maximum spin loss. The result has been found
numerically and occurs at approximately Lint = 0.172s and results in a spin loss of 0.52.
If given the challenge of choosing a desirable channel length for ASL, then βs provides us
with valuable insight. At short channel lengths, the back-injected current begins to have a
noticeable impact on device performance.
4.1.2 Ferromagnet Delay
We will design the ferromagnet by examining two key equations based off of the model
derived in [33] for ferromagnets with uniaxial anisotropy. This model is based off of the
Stoner-Wohlfarth model and assumes spin-transfer torque switching in a rectangular fer-
romagnet that is square along x and y with length, a. Along the z direction the length,
Lz, is assumed to be much less than a (Lz  a). Small cone-angles (θ  1) are used to
simplify the LLG equation and derive analytical expressions related to spin transfer torque
switching in ferromagnets. The first equations predicts the minimum threshold current that
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Figure 23: Spin Loss, βs, of an ASL inverter as a function of the channel length. The local
extrema for the parallel case occurs at S int = 0.172.









It is clear that the critical switching current varies linearly with the Volume, V = LxLyLz,
the Gilbert damping parameter, α, and the anisotropy constant, K. The cricital switching
current varies quadratically with the saturation magnetization, Ms.
The volume is determined by the layout of the device, and will be a parameter adjustable
by design engineers. It is clear that magnets with smaller volumes are easier to switch, due
to the fact that they require smaller currents to ensure successful switching. The minimum
magnet dimensions will be limited by the process lithography’s features sizes. We will also
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demonstrate that decreasing the magnet volume leads to a greater susceptibility to thermal
noise, placing another practical limit on how small the ferromagnets may be sized as part
of a circuit design.
The parameters, α, K, and Ms are determined by the ferromagnetic material proper-
ties. We stated in Eq. 82 that the critical current increases linearly with α and K, while
increasing quadratically with Ms. Ref. [22] shows a table of values for the ferromagnet
material parameters for Iron, Cobalt, Nickel, and Permalloy. The damping parameter, α,
is relatively constant for different ferromagnetic materials (0.007 − 0.01). The choice of
material therefore depends on the magnitudes of the anisotropy energy constant, K, and the
saturation magnetization, Ms. The magnitude of the anisotropy constant varies from ap-
proximately 0 to 5 × 105, and is actually negative in Nickel. The saturation magnetization
varies from 0.485×106 in Nickel to 1.71×106 in Iron. Though not as significant a variation,
the critical current increases quadratically with Ms according to Eq. 82, so a careful choice
must be made to balance the benefits of reduced Ms with the change in K that is present in
a different material.
The second equation predicts the switching time for a spin-transfer torque oscillation,
and will be useful in predicting the performance characteristics of ASL devices. This
derivation is also based on square ferromagnets with uniaxial anisotropy as shown in [33].







where χ is a parameter that we will use to design ASL devices. Ferromagnets will not
switch states for χ ≤ 1, and this will serve as an important determination of the supply
voltage limits present in ASL devices. In the case of delay, the delay decreases inversely
proportionally to the applied current, Is,x = χIs,cr. The applied spin current will depend on
the circuit topology and the value of βs that we have previously shown how to optimize for.
The delay increases linearly with both the volume, V , and the saturation magnetization,
Ms. Since the critical spin current, Is,cr, suggests that we aim for minimal V and Ms in our
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ASL parameters, the delay does not introduce any additional constraints on our ASL circuit
design.
4.1.3 Simulation Results
Since we are ultimately using the βs factor to measure efficiency of spin transferred from
the transmitter of an ASL device to the receiver, we will show the delay of an ASL device
versus channel length. We have already looked at the effect of channel length versus the
spin current lost in a non-magnetic conductor (Fig. 6). This clearly demonstrated that
longer channel lengths result in a loss of spin current, but in the context of ASL devices,
the βs factor is the figure of merit that we seek to use to discern the effect of varying
channel lengths. We will use the SPICE simulations to show the delay as a function of
channel length in order to validate formulas 80 & 81.
Figure 24 shows the delay as a function of channel length for an ASL device under
parallel switching conditions. In this simulation the delay increases monotically over the
entire range that we have simulated. This opposes our intuition developed in Eq. 80 which
suggested that there is an optimal channel length for the best efficiency of transmitted spin
current across the device channel.
To investigate this, we will verify that the expressions themself are correct in computing
the value of βs for a given ASL device channel. Figure 25 shows the value of beta calculated
for the parallel switching case. This matches well with the analytical results shown in Fig.
23. We anticipate that the perpendicular results will match well, since the key assumption
that we have made about the collinear model holds for both cases.
We must still rectify the difference between the local maximum exhibited in both the
analytical results and the simulations for βs. Higher βs results in higher receiver spin cur-
rents, independent of supply voltage. We therefore expect that at higher spin currents the
switching time is decreased and follows the trend predicted by Eq. 83.
In an attempt to explain this difference between the simulation results for the delay
and the conclusions that we drew from our understanding of the analytical expressions, we
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Figure 24: All-Spin Logic Device Delay (parallel switching) as a function of the channel
length.
replaced the input ferromagnet with a fixed magnet that has a permanent magnetization
of ~m1 = +x. This was done in an attempt to see if the small-cone angle approximation
used in [33] still holds valid for All-Spin Logic devices. Since the input ferromagnet’s
magnetization does not remain constant (blue curve of Fig. 17), we can attempt to force
the input spin current to be of a constant magnitude by using an input magnet of a constant
magnetization.
The results are shown in Fig. 26, where the input magnetization is constant for the entire
circuit simulation. Here, the delay exhibits a local minimum at approximately the same
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Figure 25: All-Spin Logic Device Spin Loss (parallel switching) as a function of the chan-
nel length using SPICE simulations.
length (S int = 0.172) as shown in Fig. 23. This result stresses a key limitation of the small-
cone angle assumption that is used to derive Eq. 83. The small-cone angle assumption
does not hold in All-Spin Logic devices, since the imperfect unilateral transfer of spins
causes a small procession in the input ferromagnet. Figure 17 illustrates this procession,
and our model allows us to replace the input ferromagnet with a fixed magnet designed to
illustrate the limitation of the small-cone angle approximation. When the fixed magnet is
inserted, there is no procession of the input magnet, and therefore the transported current is
of a constant magnitude that closely follows the assumptions presented in [33]. This is not
realistic, and as such, great care must be taken when using the formulas developed in [33]
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Figure 26: All-Spin Logic Device Delay (parallel switching) as a function of the channel
length.
to predict ASL device performance.
4.2 Device Simulation
In addition to the analysis performed earlier, there are other aspects of the spintronic cir-
cuit models that warrant discussion. We will discuss issues that affect both the overall
simulation time that is important in determining the overall simulation time of the models
developed in this work, and some insight into how the model can be simplified in order to
reduce this simulation time.
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4.2.1 LLG Equation Stiffness
The LLG equation exhibits stiffness when the applied spin current, χIs,cr, is close to the
critical switching current, Is,cr. When the applied current is 1.025Is,cr a time step of 0.5 fs
must be used in order to successfully simulate a switching event. When the applied current
is increased to 1.25Is,cr a larger time step of 5.0 fs can be used instead. The decrease in time
step for lower spin currents leads to an increase in simulation time that is significant when
performing circuit simulations. This has implications for simulations where ASL devices
are operated at very low supply voltages. If successful results must be guaranteed, then
initial simulations of a design should be performed at small time steps, provided that the
spin currents are known from the analytical equations presented in this work.
4.2.2 Time Scale Comparison
When examining the delay of the ASL device, it became apparent that the delay is domi-
nated by the switching dynamics of the ferromagnet. This can be observed by comparing
the switching characteristics of the channel with the switching characteristics presented
earlier for the ferromagnet. In order to do this, we simulated the structure shown in the in-
set of Fig. 27, where the spin current is measured at the end of the non-magnetic conductor.
The delay between the magnet switching and the change in spin current after it traverses the
channel was smaller than the time step of 0.4 f s used in the simulation. This is significantly
smaller than the switching delay of the ferromagnet, which was approximately 1 ns.
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In the interest of developing a novel technique for the simultaneous simulation of the mag-
netization dynamics of ferromagnets with the spin transport physics of non-magnetic con-
ductors, we have developed new compact circuit models. In Chapter 2, circuit models for
spintronic devices simulate the physics of spin transport in non-magnetic channels, spin
storage in ferromagnetic elements, and spin injection that occurs at the material interface.
In Chapter 3 we have derived equations that models these effects, and then mapped the
physical equations to circuit elements. These circuit elements, along with the physical pa-
rameters, are used in a SPICE netlist to perform circuit simulations of spintronic devices.
These simulations are compared to analytical solutions of the different physical systems
in order to validate the compact models that have been developed. These models enable
the co-simulation of the magnetization dynamics and spin transport physics necessary to
simulate spintronic devices.
The spintronic devices that were examined in Chapter 3 show how the compact circuit
models can be applied to simulating spintronic devices. The All-Spin Logic inverter and
majority gates show an application for spintronic devices in digital logic applications. The
recent inclusion of the Spin-Hall Effect Switch demonstrates how the ferromagnet model
for the magnetization dynamics can be applied to other devices. We have also shown how
a digital sense amplifier and an analog signal amplifier can be build from ferromagnets and
non-magnetic conducting channels.
Additionally, we have shown how the collinear approximation can be used to derive a
new equivalent circuit that is useful when designing All-Spin Logic devices. This equiva-
lent circuit allows us to understand the performance of All-Spin Logic by expressing, for
instance, the delay and power dissipation as a function of the channel, ferromagnet, and
interface parameters. This enables the study of ASL devices using circuit design tools
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and is essential to the design process of future spintronic devices. Preliminary work has
shown that while these models are accurate for predicting the power dissipation and cur-
rent magnitudes, there is still uncertainty in how the small-cone angle approximations will
perform when the different compact models are combined in order to simulate ASL de-
vices. Future work would involve validating the analytical equations and testing that the
collinear approximation provides a sufficiently accurate model for predicting ASL device
performance.
While the compact circuit models have proven to be accurate in simulating their re-
spective physical systems, there are still limitations that device and circuit designers must
be aware of when performing simulations of spintronic devices. The stiffness of the LLG
equation can be particularly troublesome, since circuit simulators such as SPICE will con-
tinue to solve the system, although with inaccurate results if the time step of the simulation
is not sufficiently small. In the end, the models developed in this work enable the study





The following list includes all of the necessary parameters for the compact models pre-
sented in this paper. The interface parameters include the two-channel conductances, G↑
and G↓, and the mixing conductance, G↑↓. The ferromagnet parameters include the dimen-
sions, Lx, Ly, and Lz, the saturation magnetization, Ms, and the Gilbert Damping coefficient,
α. The remaining ferromagnet parameters are a function of these, and we have referenced
the relevant works for their calculation in the case of a Cobalt ferromagnet. The channel
parameters include the dimensions, length (Lint), width (Wint), and the thickness to width
aspect ratio (AR), in addition to the material parameters calculated in [30] for a Copper
channel.
Interface Parameters(Co/Cu)[16]: G↑=0.600 1Ω , G↓=0.514
1
Ω




Ferromagnet(Co)[23, 24]: Lx=75.60 nm, Ly=37.80 nm, Lz=3.00 nm, α=0.01 -, γ=17.60 ×
1010 1sT , Ms=1.45× 10
06 A
m , Ns=1.34× 10
06 -, 1(1V) Nsq(1 + α
2)=214.72 fF, Ku=0.5× 105 Jm2 ,
Nx=0.044 -, Ny=0.091 -, Nz=0.864 -,
Channel(Cu)[30]: Lint=100.0 nm, Wint=100.0 nm, AR=2.0 -, Hint = WintAR =50.0 nm, A =




V s , τs=10.939
ps, Rs = ∆x2σA=0.024 Ω, Rs,shunt =
Dτs
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